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SHINING THE TRUE LIGHT IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES 

JANUARY 2019 PRAYER UPDATE 

For Souls, 

The Talbots 
Dwight, Ruth, Erik, Jonathan, Anna & Markus 

TALBOTTIMES the 

     Winter temperatures have finally arrived this week with highs predicted to be only around +5 F.  It was -10 F this 
morning…BRRR!  But 4 days ago it was +40 F, and we had a pleasant cross-country ski outing on a series of trails 
on the south end of town.   We have had very little snow this winter compared to the last two winters, so we are 
hoping for more snow before the end of the winter so that fire season this coming summer will not be so bad with 
little moisture in the forest.  We are keeping the fireplace roaring this morning and the furnace keeps coming on as 
well.  We had a glitch with the furnace a few weeks back, but it seems the problem was our thermostat, since the 
repairman put an old thermostat on for a test period.  It has worked perfectly since then, so we need to have them 
install a new thermostat.   
     We thank the Lord for an increase in attendance since Christmas time. We had 8 visitors for our Christmas 
Program on Sunday morning before Christmas.  We put out invitations for a “Carols for Christmas” service and had 
two new families (6 people) attend for that.  One lady and her daughter and a step-daughter have come several times 
and have been to our house for a visit as well since then.  Another household of people that had been coming 
sporadically have been much there more consistently as well.  Praise the Lord for our core of faithful folk that are in 
services consistently!  Our door-to-door witnessing continues, but in short stints with dashes to the van to warm up 
in some of the cold temps.  People here are very apathetic toward the gospel, and very few will give us more than 1 
minute of time at the door.  In all our door-knocking since we arrived we have only been invited to come into a home 
2 times. We ask you to pray that the Lord will soften hearts as well as give us boldness and wisdom as we proclaim 
the gospel.  Our temporary residence permit expires the end of October, so we are praying we will be invited to 
apply for landed immigrant status soon.  If not we will have to re-apply for another temporary permit.   
     Family-wise the Lord is meeting our needs.  Jonathan has healed from his arm fractures and is back to full-steam-
ahead.  We are working hard at home-schooling, and Erik and Jonathan are both working on piano pieces and 
Jonathan on a violin piece to perform in the regional music festival here.  We are praying for Jonathan’s violin 
teacher Penny to be saved, and have had a piano teacher named Arne in our home a couple times to help with the 
festival preparation.  We are praying for his salvation as well.  I am still dealing with my shoulder problem from time 
to time and have a skin condition that I have visited a dermatologist in Idaho for since it was going to be 5-6 month 
wait and an 8-10 hour round trip to see one here in Canada.  Ruth is still having some pain and digestive problems, 
and is waiting for an ultrasound test to be scheduled.   
Prayer Requests:  Revival in our hearts and God’s power on our lives. 
   -Ruth’s and my physical needs. 
   -Souls to be won as we continue to sow and water. 
   -Our immigration need to be met as the Lord sees fit. 
   -The Lord’s protection on our children and us as well.  


